In this paper we shall prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the following problem Sx = G(x) (under some assumptions on G) in the operational calculus (L 1 , L°, S, Tg, : q e ab) which satisfies the following conditions: (i) L 1 , L° are Banach spaces, L 1 = L°, the length of the arc af) is finite; (ii) the derivate S î L 1 --L° is a linear operation, the integrals T^ : L°-L 1 are linear and continuous on L° and STq = id. The limit conditions are defined by the formula s = id ^ -T^S, they are linear and continuous;
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(liU (Iv) sup || s q e abj<°°.
The main tool used in the proofs of the existence and uniqueness theorems consists in finding an equivalent operational -705 -calculus , at , S, T", s" : q e abj, where and at, 0 are certain subspaces of the space of continuous functions from ab to KerS, T= / is the integral defined in [2] ,a In the last paragraph we give some applications of the existence and uniqueness theorems to certain models of operational calculus.
1. In this paragraph we will find an operational calculus U\d°, s, , s_ : q e at ) which is equivalent to the calculus (L 1 , S, : qtat). We start with the following lemma. -707 -
Proof.
By the definition of and by Lemma 2 we infer that $ is continuous and linear. Let x € L^ and ${x) = 0, i.e. A_ s x = 0. By (iii) we have x = 0. Thereqeab fore, Ker$ = {o}. q.e.d.
Proof.
(•*•=) Let a 1 = q Q •< q 1 -< ... -c q Q = a 2 be a normal sequence of partitions of the arc aY a 2*
by the definition of integral we have u
In view of (1.3) we get the following inequality
By assumption there exists a constant K > 1 such that (1.5) IW^V^ q k ).sup J|s q (T q^S x)| : qiq^q,
-708 -Moreover, by the definition of s^ we see that
Now using the inequalities (1.4)-(1.6) for any £>0 we obtain the following inequality
Therefore, In the subsequent considerations we assume that in operational calculus the following condition holds
Let xQ€L 1 (n=1,2,...), and let f e L°,
and the operations T^ (qeab) are continuous, we infer that
In virtue of Theorem 1 we get
ab and by Lemma 3 we have lim sup n-oo
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Now taking limits in (1.8) we obtain
Therefore, in view of (1.7) and (1.9), we have Proof.
The continuity and linearity of $ was proved in Lemma 2. Now we shall prove that Ker $ = (0). Let f€ L° and $(f) = 0, i.e. <p f (q) = 0 for any q € ab. We show We start with the following lemma. Lemma 7.
The functional | *| defined in the space L 1 by ||x||0 = sup [fSqX| = q e ab } is a norm.
Proof. We easy verify that the following conditions for norm hold : 1° ¡x||o>0 and | x | aO A Js x||=0. q€ ab ^ Therefore, by (iv), we have fl x ||0 = 0*-*x=0. 2°|\x|0 = = sup (|s Ux)| : q e àfe} = A |x|0. 3° + x2|0 = = 8up{|sqCx1 + x2)\ : q e at } < |x1|Q + |x2|Q. Remark (A) By (iv) there exists a constant K > 0 such that ML < K«|x|. Since, by Lemma 2, $ is linear and continuous, we obtain for any tp , if) e jt° the following inequalities
Since, by assumption, there exists a constant M > 0 such that |G(x) -G(y)| < M||x-yJ for every x,y e L° and, by remark (C), is a linear continuous mapping, from (2.1) it follows that Since, by definition, for any tfe£° we have G(q>) € 5<<p) is a continuous function of the variable q e ab.
Next we introduce the following linear normed spaces. For any q^,q 2 e ab and q^ -< q 2 let as put is a closed subspace of the space are isometric.
In the next theorem we shall assume that in the operational calculus (L ,L ,S,T ,s" s q e. A) the following condi- Moreover, by the first part of the proof, we infer that
Hence the function f defined by f>(q) = ^(q) for q e a^b^ 
Existence theorems
In this section we shall prove the existence of a solution of the problem (I) in the following cases:
(a) the integral T" is a completely continuous operation, or dim(KerS)<°o or (g*) dim(KerS) = «>. In the case (<%) we obtain the following theorem. Proof. Let { q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q Q }, where q i _ 1 -c q L (i=2,...,n) t q^ = a, q Q = q Q , be a normal sequence of partitions of the arc aq 0 » 1° We are going to prove that
Let N be a number such that W(X; max L(q. ^Tq*)) <
1-1 1
for n > N 0 . Since Hence we have
To prove the lemma it suffices to observe that by (3.3) and by Lemma 9 we have Now we shall prove the thesis (p). Let a e. C 2 . Since u is a continuous function, there exist points sQ e ,p2J, t0 £• [ r^»r 2] an<^ points s^, ty belonging to the intervals with the endpoint p1, x and r2,y, respectively, such that r 2 x J J u(s,t)ds dt = u(sx,t0)(r2-r1)(x-p1), r i P 1 p2 y f f u(s,t )ds dt = u(s0,tyKp2-p1)(y-r2). 
